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Duke
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Dr. Wanda Boone
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Kellin Foundation
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Shannon Vickery
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Thank you!



The History of the Resilience Movement 
in North Carolina 

The purpose of the NC Healthy and Resilient Communities Initiative is to build healthy 
and resilient communities for young children and families by cataloging relevant 
initiatives and local collaboratives across the state and by proposing a framework for 
strengthening and aligning resilience-focused county networks.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
and beyond...

Resilience: The Biology of Stress + The Science of Hope documentary showings begin in 
North Carolina with a special keynote delivered by the film producer and director, James 
Redford, at the Prevent Child Abuse NC Learning and Leadership Summit. Coalitions 
focused on ACEs and resiliency form across the state and a grassroots movement is born. 

Stakeholders in NC meet with George Washington University – Milken School of Public 
Health: Building Community Resilience (BCR) Team 

Governor Cooper declares the week of Nov 18th the first ever Resilience Week in NC. 
UNC-TV shows the Resilience documentary and hosts a panel discussion of statewide 
experts that includes highlighting the work done to address child maltreatment by the 
SOAR Committee in Cumberland County (Fayetteville), NC.  

Momentum increases as NC Partnership for Children starts the NC Healthy and Resilient 
Communities Initiative. 

Planning begins for the first statewide Community Resilience Conference to be held in 
Spring 2020.

NC Healthy and Resilient Communities Initiative convened a State Advisory Council, a 
Community Advisory Council, and a Data/Discovery Team.

The COVID-19 pandemic leads to a change in plans for the Community Resilience 
Conference. It is moved to November 2020, then later moved again to March 2021. The 
format changes to a virtual one, shrinking the agenda but not the energy for the event.

NC Partnership for Children conducts a survey of local coalitions, contracting with several 
data professionals to create the survey and analyze the results.

445 people attend the first Community Resilience Conference.

Landscape Analysis released by NC Partnership for Children
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Presenters
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Sonny Kelly
Sonny Kelly is a world class performer, story teller, motivator, speaker, and comedian. He 
holds a PhD in Communication & Performance Studies from UNC Chapel Hill (2020). Sonny 
is also a graduate of St. Mary’s University (MA, Communication Studies, 2008) and Stanford 
University (BA, International Relations, 1998). After serving our nation as a U.S. Air Force 
officer, Sonny has gone on to serve as non-profit organization director, university admissions 
counselor, award winning pharmaceutical salesman, college communications instructor, and 
a church youth pastor. As a lover of theater and performance, Sonny has acted professionally 
on stage and television for over 20 years. He is also a writer and director of live theater as 
well as the creator and co-host of the CrossOver radio show on WIDU Radio in Fayetteville, 
NC. As a professional storyteller, he has performed for the National Association of Black 
Storytellers, the Black Storytellers’ Alliance, as well as schools, businesses and civic 
organizations across the country. He is a proud participant in the Fayetteville Cumberland 
County Arts Council’s Artists in Schools. As a professor and scholar, Sonny’s research and 
work focus on interpersonal communication, performance, critical pedagogy and public 
speaking.  His research is based upon developing trauma-informed performance-based 
interventions to empower under-served youth to counter the School to Prison Pipeline.  On 
March 11, 2002, Sonny committed his life to Jesus Christ, and has sought to share God’s love 
with everyone in his midst ever since. He is also the blessed husband of Elenah and father 
of Sterling and Langston. No matter where he is, or what he is doing, Sonny’s passion for 
teaching, engaging and empowering others through love is unmistakable!
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OPENING KEYNOTE SPEAKER

 Leslie Crutchfield,
Author of How Change Happens;
Executive Director, Georgetown Business for Impact

Leslie is an author, educator, social change expert and Executive Director of Business for 
Impact at Georgetown University’s McDonough School of Business. Business for Impact’s core 
value is that companies can be a powerful force for good in the world, and the center delivers 
world-class education, student experience, and cross-sector collaborations for people, planet 
and profit. Leslie’s latest book is How Change Happens: Why Some Movements Succeed While 
Others Don’t, noted in The New York Review of Books as a blueprint for groups inspired to take action on today’s major 
causes. Leslie also co-authored the bestselling Forces for Good: The Six Practices of High-Impact Nonprofits - recognized 
by The Economist on its Best Books of the Year list – and Do More than Give. She teaches corporate social responsibility 
in Georgetown’s MBA program and nonprofit leadership on LinkedIn Learning. Leslie previously was managing director at 
Ashoka, the global venture fund for social entrepreneurs, and co-founded a national nonprofit social enterprise in her 20s. 
Leslie has contributed to Fortune, Forbes, The Chronicle of Philanthropy, and Stanford 
Social Innovation Review, and has appeared on programs such as ABC, FOX, NPR and PBS. 
She has volunteered on SEED Foundation and Kiva’s boards and with Crossroads Africa. 
She holds an MBA and BA from Harvard, and resides in the Washington, D.C. region.

Sonny was 
amazing. His story 
and emotion really 
resonated with my 
spirit--and hopes 

for the future.
- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE



Presenters
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Kody Kinsley serves as the Deputy Secretary for Behavioral Health & Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities at DHHS where he works to achieve a future where all North 
Carolinians have access to high-quality and integrated behavioral health services and intellectual or 
developmental disability supports so that they can thrive in their communities. 

His work focuses on re-designing the public insurance system, combatting the opioid epidemic, and improving operations 
of state organizations and the broader delivery system.  His policy efforts have focused on supporting trauma-informed and 
resilient communities and schools, diverting and treating justice-involved populations, and increasing community levels of 
access to care.  

Deputy Secretary Kinsley manages two Divisions that together set behavioral health policy and oversee outpatient services 
delivered through seven publicly-funded managed care organizations as well as inpatient services at fourteen facilities with 
over 11,000 staff serving 3,000 patients and residents.  

Deputy Secretary Kinsley’s past experience spans the public and private sectors, including positions at the White House, 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, leading operations for a behavioral health care service provider in 
western North Carolina, and most recently serving as the presidentially appointed Assistant Secretary for Management for 
the United States Department of the Treasury.  

He earned his bachelor’s degree from Brevard College in Brevard, NC his Master of Public Policy from the University of 
California, at Berkeley, and is a native of Wilmington, NC.

CLOSING KEYNOTE SPEAKER
 Deputy Secretary

Kody Kinsley



Workshops
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NC Healthy and  
Resilient Communities Initiative
Presented by:

Safiyah Jackson,  
NC Partnership for Children

Systems Mapping
Presented by:

Seth Saeugling,  
Rural Opportunity Institute

Racial Equity and Justice 
Presented by:

Patty Oji,  
Alpha People & Project Solutions 

Community Engagement  
Presented by:

Dr. Wanda Boone,  
Durham Together for Resilient Youth

ACEs Screening Workshop   
Presented by:

Dr. George (Tripp) Ake,  
Center for Child and Family Health

The keynote was great,  
as was the presentation  

by Ms. Jackson.
- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE

I thought Seth’s presentation 
and Kody’s presentations 

were phenomenal and 
very relevant to my work.

- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE

I thought that both Patty 
Oji and Sonny Kelly were 

especially phenomenal.
- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE

Leslie and Tripp’s info was 
incredibly valuable, and I will 

be using it.
- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE

Dr. Wanda Boone - her insight, 
voice tone, and presence were 

so positive and enlightening.
- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE

https://www.smartstart.org/
https://www.ruralopportunity.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pattyoji/
http://www.durhamtry.org/TRY-STRYVE
https://www.ccfhnc.org/people/george-tripp-ake-phd/


What They’re Saying...
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97%
96%

95%

91%

of attendees

of attendees

of attendees

of attendees

Participants found the content and training materials 
provided to be useful, and thought the conference was 
well-paced. 

reported knowing the difference between 
individual and community resilience and 
adversity after attending the event.

planned to uplift community stories and lives 
experiences in coalition work.

had a better understanding of how to infuse a 
racial justice lens to local coalition work. 

learned about frameworks to address resilience 
and adversity.



What They’re Saying...
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The Structure

What The Participants Plan to Do

• Participants appreciated the virtual format, how easy it 
was to attend, and the time for breaks between sessions.

• Additionally, participants expressed gratitude that the 
event was free. 

• They liked the tools and frameworks provided.
• Participants noted the content covered, including the 

differences between individual and community resilience 
and adversity, the links between racial oppression and 
trauma, and system mapping.

• Participants liked the ability to interact with people from 
different backgrounds and organizations.

Generally, participants plan to share what they have learned 
with coworkers, community members, partners, and other 
stakeholders. They also plan to integrate what they have 
learned into their work. 

Specific plans include:
“Continue our agencies discussion of ACES, the connection 
between trauma and racial justice, and building community 
resiliency.”

“I am going to present the information learned to my 
supervisor and see how we, as a team, can get involved.”

“I want to educate my students about concepts taught and 
become more active in my community.“

“Think more about how to incorporate parents with lived 
experience into my work.”

I really appreciated the 
fact that though this 
was online, there was 
plenty of break times 

and optional lunch 
participation sessions 
as well. It was planned 

like an in-person 
conference that would 

build in those things. 
Also, I appreciate 

that presenters were 
encouraging folks to 

take care of themselves 
and very positive about 

the work that is being 
done, in spite of the 
difficulties in getting 
it done. Realistic but 

positively enthusiastic. 
Even subjects that 

I already had good 
information about, I 
learned more about 
and have a deeper 

understanding than 
before.

- CONFERENCE ATTENDEE


